Shapin’ Up With Bunnies!
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I’ve included patterns of butterflies and
ladybugs with “spots” of all of the 2D
shapes.
For that extra touch of 3D pizzazz, give
students an option to glue a bug to the top
of one of their bunny’s ears.
Fold the wings of the butterfly up, then
glue just the thorax to another butterfly
of a different color.
Bend the antennae of the lady bug forward.

3D Shapes

This set of bunny
patterns includes the
full-page size for
teachers to use as
flashcards, a border,
anchor charts or a bulletin
board. as well as a smaller,
2-on-a-page template, so
that your students can
choose their favorite and
make their own.
The “add-on” shapely
butterflies and ladybugs
also come in the smaller
size, as well as the paw
option.
I’ve included a “Somebunny” Knows These
Shapes” poster for the
center of your display.
There’s also a set of
blank shape patterns if
you want your students
to draw their own faces,
plus the set with the
“fluffy” face. Both of
these sets have a fullpage pattern.

Also
includes
star
heart
& crescent.

I’ve included a paw pattern. You don’t have to put them on, if you want to expedite making these, but I think it adds that extra
little bit of pizzazz in making the shape look like a bunny.
Since decisions are a life skill that needs to be practiced, I like to give my kiddos a few options, this could be one.

Spin To Win
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Graphing Time

What bunny shape was your favorite?

Shape Spinner

©

•Print off on card stock; laminate and trim. Poke a hole in the middle and attach a large paperclip
with a brass brad. !
•Students choose a partner and take turns spinning.!
•Whatever shape they land on is the shape that they color on their bunny’s tummy. !
•You can give them a choice of coloring their shapes however they wish, or inform them that they
need to color the bunny’s shape the color that matches the spinner. !
•The child who colors in all of the shapes on their bunny is the winner. !
•Encourage students to say the names of the shapes as they spin and color them.
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Ladybug students can
put on bunny’s ear.
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Spring Shape Up!
Posters for your
bulletin board
or wall display.

Spring Shape Up!
“Some-bunny” knows shapes!

“Some-bunny” Knows
These Shapes!

“The “Some-bunny” knows shapes!” letters
print in

black.

Not sure why they appear

in white in this preview.

Honey Bunny Shapes Up
By _________________
____________________

Honey Bunny Shapes Up
By _________________
____________________

This bunny is a circle

Trace & write the shape word. !
Draw a bunny in the first shape like the circle sample; trace the next shape, then draw
the shape yourself. Underline the capital letters and add end punctuation.

circle ________________

This bunny is an oval

oval ________________

This bunny is a square

square ________________

This bunny is a trapezoid

trapezoid ________________

Kaboom

This bunny is a rectangle

rectangle ________________

!
Kaboom

This bunny is a rhombus

rhombus ________________

!

This bunny is a triangle

triangle ________________

This bunny is a hexagon

hexagon ________________

“Some-bunny” can name all of these shapes.
“Some-bunny” can name all of these shapes.

My favorite is a heart

heart __________________
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Run off on card
stock, laminate
and trim. !
Students can play
Memory Match or
“I Have; Who
Has?” games.

This bunny is a pentagon

circle

oval

pentagon ________________

Run off on card
stock, laminate
and trim. !
Students can play
Memory Match or
“I Have; Who
Has?” games.

Run off on card
stock, laminate
and trim. !
Students can play
Memory Match or
“I Have; Who
Has?” games.

This bunny is an octagon

Kaboom

!

octagon ________________

My favorite bunny shape is the

square

rectangle

Kaboom

_________________________

!

This bunny is a star

star ________________

triangle

hexagon
This bunny is a crescent

rectangle
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Honey Bunny Shape Stats

Match the shape to the shape word.
Use a different color for each one.
Trace and write the word.
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Write as many attributes as you can for each shape.
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crescent ________________

Kaboom

!
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If you liked this spring resource, you may also like these as well.

Diane

Click on the
photo.

Easter Egg Glyphs
-op Word Family Craftivity
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Teacher’s copy
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Designing stuff for TpT, is extra fun because of the awesome
clip art & fonts that I use from these talented artists.
Dianne J. Hook

0415210111

Thank you so much for buying this product.
I truly hope you’ll love this item & that it will
make your life easier & teaching more fun!
To my loyal followers: I promise to post at least one FREEBIE each
month that will hopefully knock-your-socks-off.
Please take a moment to leave feedback to earn valuable points,
which equal money for future TPT purchases! Woo hoo.
If for any reason you’re unhappy, please email me at:
dianetpt@gmail.com
Blessings,

Diane

Terms of Use: All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any
means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or
mechanical methods, without the
prior written permission of the
publisher: dianetpt@gmail.com

“Believe you
can and
you’re
half way
there.”

This resource is for one personal
classroom use by a single teacher.
Duplication for an entire school, or
commercial purposes is strictly
forbidden, without written
permission from the author. To
share this resource with more than
one teacher, would you please refer
them to my store.
Copying any part of this product
and placing it on the internet in any
form, even for personal/classroom
use, blog or website, is strictly
forbidden and is a violation of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA). These items can be
picked up in a Google search, and
traced back to the publishing site.
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